
 

 

Yuti 

And now the elite is afraid. Not of a ghost. Not of a fable. Not of the 
destiny. And neither of exploited and of poor people. But, they are afraid of 
themselves. They are afraid because they know what they have done and 
what they are able to do. There are some people among their members who 
have treated workers like slaves. Who have issued money without any 
value. Who have stirred up wars. Who have bought culture and information. 
Who have subjugated science. Who have stolen natural resources. Who 
have used mysticism. Who have prevented from knowing real facts. Who 
have eliminated anyone who has understood how things are and especially 
those who have tried to change them really. Who have distorted history. 
Who have let billions of people die of hungry and illnesses.        

Up to now everybody has agreed: the real owners of banks and 
multinationals, weapon producers, drug dealers and their closest partners. 
The top of the human pyramid, its political, financial, military and religious 
actors. It has trusted in information and solutions of its techno structure. 
But, it has failed. And now it trusts in nobody anymore. It feels in the mind 
the breath of the truth. And it lives the age-old reaction of «every man for 
himself». 

For the first time they break the fundamental rule of the elite: the solidarity 
among their members at the moment of danger. They know that a new 
restoration isn’t possible anymore. For this reason, they entrench 
themselves, but the more they squeeze themselves and the more they 
crumble, they fight each other in their very mids for the primate and for this 
reason they fade away.  

But, from where does this fear arise? And why? It arises from arrogance, 
from conceit, from pride, from deceit, from cowardice, from cynicism and, 
above all, from the consciousness of having acted unfairly, unevenly. It 
arises from a serious complex, partly genetic and partly environmental. As 
reaction, the crazy belief of being able to hold the world in their own hands. 

Now everything is escaping. Not only the control over finance and over 
economy but also the control of minds. Young people don’t believe 
anymore. Their teachers are rising up. Parents are siding against 
commonplaces and ideologies. Families are meeting again. Scientists aren’t 
slaves to power anymore: they have seen what it means. Journalists are 
throwing back. Workers are protesting. Managers of enterprises are 
defending themselves: they have worked above all for the elite and they 
know that it’s over. States can’t be influenced anymore. Churches have 
understood for long that the old age is over. Only a psychotic insists. 
Enterprises are building up around productive work. Old people are 



informing and are realizing the probable risk of loosing pensions: all has 
been sucked down to preserve the present conditions. 

A holistic conjunction arises from this reality. The ancient peoplesh that 
afterwards entered the Indo Valley called it Yuti, the very short phase of 
space-time in which the whole nature in its total feels the need to change. 
The relationships between those who have too much and those who have 
nothing are deteriorating. At the same time, the relationship between 
humanity and their environment is deteriorating. Because of consumism, 
waste and excesses. Now people detect the errors. Even if late by more 
than thirty years. And people are looking for the sacrificial lambs, another 
forecast that horrifies the elite. Who has led into smoking and drug? Who 
has led into failings of every kind? Who has led into consuming more to 
produce more (the madness of the madnesses)? Who has food, water, air, 
all poisoned? Who has caused many kinds of cancer, of infarct, many 
neuroses, suicides, giving not importance to life? People inform acquaint 
themselves and understand in their own good time. 

The elite has deceived themselves that they can react in the presence of so 
much disaster. With ignorance, disinformation, corruption, violence and in 
some cases with the wall of silence. It won't be sufficient. There are many 
of them that have understood. Who among us will agree on changing really? 
Who among us will save himself to the prejudice of others? Who will be the 
crazy splinters that will mix in with those who want to destroy, instead of 
staying with us? And when will we discover it? And if it were too late? 
Nothing is more dangerous for the elite than their own members that is 
rebelling. And history teaches that it was happened quite so. 
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